
Agenda
Council Retreat, August 25, 2013

Reflecting, Reviewing and Assessing/Evaluating

“Kalapa Governance is rooted in personal commitment. We are dedicating ourselves to creating a culture              
of profound kindness and generosity. Cultivating that culture will suffuse everything: our environments, the             
way we treat each other, and the heart message of our programs. The soil from which that culture                 
blossoms is our daily practice. It is our practice that makes it possible for us to offer our hearts to                   
others...”

President Richard Reoch

The difference between listening and pretending to listen, I discovered, is enormous…Eventually
I discovered a radical way of thinking about listening.  Real listening is a willingness to let the
other person change you.  When I’m willing to let them change me, something happens between
us that’s more interesting than a pair of dueling monologues.”

Alan Alda, Never Have Your Dog Stuffed

LOCATION/ADDRESS/PHONE: Chris’s house

9:00 - 9:15 Arrive; coffee/tea and settle

9:30 AM Opening:  Shambhala Lineage Chant; sit 10 min; raise lungta, Invocation for Raising
Windhorse chant with juniper

A. 9:45 AM: Facilitator makes some general comments about the view of the retreat, based on notes from
Shambhala International’s “View of This Leadership Review Process,” (about 5-10 minutes) and outlines
morning. Brief review of giving and receiving of feedback.

INDIVIDUAL SELF REFLECTION AND FEEDBACK
Using pre-meeting reflections on individual role/job description, strengths, development etc.:

● Form two groups, 3-4 each

● One at a time, individual self-reflection on roles, strengths, areas for growth, request for feedback

and support

● Others in group respond to request for feedback and if have more to say, ask for an okay and

proceed.  Pause quietly for a few moments after each person’s turn.  Can raise lungta.

● Proceed as above until each person has had a turn.

● Open discussion of process and what learned.

11:30-11:45:  Break for movement/play

11:45 AM: Entire Council discussion of morning’s work with a view to assessing how helpful the process
was and what might make it more helpful. Goal: move toward institutionalizing reflection and accountability
in our culture and in organizational processes?

12:00-1:00 PM Lunch/walk/quiet time.
Lunch is generously being prepared for us by Michele and Jason.

1:00 PM  Resume: Sit 15 min, raise lungta



1:20 PM Facilitator sets context for the afternoon

TEAM MEMBER SELF REFLECTION AND FEEDBACK
Using pre-meeting reflections on “Council Roles and Responsibilities”, thoughts on strengthening/developing
as a team in these three areas.

1. Team Processes: What have we accomplished together? How are we working well as a team?

What can we improve in how we work together?

2. Team Relationships: What do we need from each other?  What can we offer each other?

How can we deepen a sense of working together as a “team”?

       3. Team Communication:  What is working well in our communication? What needs help? What are
some ways to deepen/ refine our communication?

Note: Facilitator will record main points. Each person takes about 7 minutes, leaving time for brief
discussion at end.

2:30 -3:00 PM Tea Break

3:00 PM Resume with Reflection/feedback on our leadership as a Council; areas of Council responsibility

COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY REFLECTION AND FEEDBACK

1. Vision:  How are we manifesting Shambhala Vision and Principles as a Council? by our Council

decisions and actions? our presence in community? What needs attention?

2. Planning and evaluation:  What have we accomplished so far? What is needed for short and long

term planning and evaluation for the health of the Center?
3. Communications: How well are we communicating as a Council with the membership and

community? How well are we soliciting community input: How? enough? if not enough, what is
needed?

Note: Facilitator will record main points. Each person takes about 7 minutes, with time for brief group

discussion

Next Steps: 4:00 PM-4:45 PM

4:00 PM
Review the day’s discussions to identify priorities, action items and next steps

5-7 min Individuals write at least 3 personal action items/goals from Self Reflection
10 min Group Review of items noted from Team Reflection; prioritize most important
10 min Group Review of items noted from  Council/Community Reflection; prioritize most important

Note: use Jay’s flip charts for main points noted from afternoon for the Group Reviews

People volunteer for top priority items; review items that have not been claimed and decide how these will be
handled.

Decide next steps in process for the Council as a whole (i.e. any items to address in upcoming Council
meetings, Retreat, in subcommittees etc)

4:45 End, Dedicate Merit


